CHANGING THE MESSIAH'S "MOSHIACH" NAME
While translating the Hebrew scriptures (Old Testament) and the Greek
Scriptures (New Testament) for the King James Bible, the Messiah's Name was
transliterated from the Aramaic Hebrew name Yeshua, (Not the original
Hebrew name Yahusha), which became the feminine singular Greek name
Iesou"A", this presented a problem, so Greek translators had to render the
name masculine with the ending "S", so they changed the name to Iesous
(pronounced yay'-soos) and then translating again into Latin, where the
diphthong "OU" became "U", denoting the Masculine singular gender in
Greek and Latin respectively. Leaving MAN with the counterfeit Name of their
savior IESUS later changing once again into JESUS in the 16th century when
the letter "J" entered the language.
The Heavenly Father did not leave us without witness’ of this “grave” error. The
Greek form of “Jesus” being Iesous, is pronounced “hey-soos” and can be
found in the Hebrew writings! Hey-soos is a legitimate Hebrew word! “Jesus”
transliterated into Hebrew is “hey-soos”, Hey” in Hebrew means “Look, Reveal
or Breath”, “Soos” in Hebrew means “Horse”. (Strong's #5483) (Beast)
A horse is a false hope for Salvation; Nor does it deliver anyone by its great
strength. Psalm 33:17
He delight's not in the strength of the horse (Jesus): he takes no pleasure in
the legs (works) of a man.Psalms 147:10
"Je-SUS" pronounced Gee-SOOCE and this is from the Latin word/name "IeSUS" pronounced Ee-SOOCE. The suffix is the same as the latin word for
"PIG". "SUS": A swine, hog, pig, boar, sow: (According to the dictionary this
word SWINE can also mean a CONTEMPTIBLE Person a Beast)!
Yahusha said: I have come in my Father's name (Yahuah), and you don't
receive me. If another comes in his own name (Jesus), you will receive
him. John 5:43
For false messiahs (known as Christ’s) and false prophets will rise up and
perform great signs and wonders so as to deceive, if possible,
even YHWH's chosen ones. Matthew 24:24
The Emperor Constantine, when forming the Universal (Catholic) Church
designed to amalgamate the Eastern Roman Empire and their beliefs, with the

Western Roman Empire and their beliefs, with the use of another name, the
name Jesus Christ, or, as what Yahusha prophesied about when he said “if
another shall come in his own name (Jesus), him ye will receive.”
The name God, and the other a western God. Constantine insisted on
combining the (2) two name Hesus, his father’s God and a favored God of the
western empire, and Krishna (Christos – Greek), the favored God of the
eastern empire. This was convenient as the gentile believers had a similar name
for Yahusha, the name Iesus Chrestus, what we know today as (Jesus
Christ)
As the dictionary explains; JESUS is the founder of the Christian
"RELIGION", which ultimately was achieved through the Mis-Transliteration
of a Greek Mis-Transliteration of the name Yeshua (Meaning to blot his
name out), making JESUS have no intrinsic meaning in English whatsoever.
This name Jesus is used as a curse word and for expressing surprise or anger.
Thought: How can the HOLIEST Name, the name above all names be used as
a curse? As when people use the name “JESUS CHRIST” in a negative way, as
a curse, if this Name is HOLY? The answer is because it is a Cursed Name,
because Jesus is the name that replaced the true MESSIAH, SON of YHWH,
the name YAHUSHA (meaning SALVATION or YHWH saves), which
remained Set Apart and is not used in vain.
The name that is above all names has been changed, twisted and altered
into a completely different name. Does this name still maintain the qualities
that makes it the name that is above all names, since it has no real meaning and
it does not point you back to the one that gave the name?
transliterate: to represent or spell in the characters of another alphabet
That same reference defines "translation" as: to represent a letter or
word written in one alphabet using the corresponding letter or letters of another,
so that the sound of the letter or word remains approximately the same.
translation: a rendering from one language into another; also : the product of
such a rendering such as.
1. version in another language: a word, phrase, or version in another language
that has a meaning equivalent to that of the original.
2. expressing of something in a different language: the rendering of something
written of spoken in one language in words of a different language.
The name "Jesus" comes from the Greek word Iesous. The Greek name Iesous is

a transliteration from the Aramaic Hebrew name Yeshua. It is not a translation!
Most scholars, know that the actual Hebrew name of Messiah is (Y) Joshua
(actually Yahusha). This is an important point because it proves Christian
leaders know "Jesus" is not the true name.
If we accept a Roman, Greek, and Aramaic form of the name that has no
meaning of salvation, nor contains the proper Name, then we have abandoned
Truth.
In fact "Jesus" did not exist until only 500 years ago, because there was no
such thing as a J in the language until after the 16th century! Thus giving
MANkind the MANipulated CHRISTIAN name of this counterfeit Son of
GOD, named JESUS.
We can understand, now, that "Jesus" would not have been the name that
Miriam (Mary) was told to give her son. The "J" sound didn't exist then, and
doesn't exist now, in the Hebrew or Aramaic languages.
For many will come in my name, claiming, 'I AM the "CHRIST",' and will
deceive many. Matthew 24:5
The Father's Name is found in our Savior's Name "YAHU"sha, a Name given
Him by His Father "YAHU"ah. Named after His Father, He was right in
saying there is "another" being accepted having come in another name"
(JESUS). John 5:43
While I was with them in the world, I kept them in YOUR name (YAH). Those
whom you have given me I have kept. None of them is lost, except the one
headed for destruction, that the Scripture might be fulfilled . John 17:12
Ha-SATAN created Three (3) false GOD's (RELIONS), to steal YAH 's NAME,
and as many fallen human's away from YAH as possible, trying to fulfill
ha-SATAN's plan, having YAH's creation WORSHIP him and becoming like
him, (CHOOSING ha-SATAN's way/lie) thus establishing his Kingdom
within Eternal HELL, with his FALLEN Angle's and his FALLEN MANkind,
completing his Eternal Kingdom.
YAH gave his true inspired word known as the Torah of Moses to the Israelite's,
these same people are known today as the JEW, most JEW's would not receive
this counterfeit Messiah The “Christ JESUS", even though they recognized the
truth of the Tanakh (Old Testament). This was because they do know and call
on his true NAME YHWH, but have yet to receive the NAME of the true Savior

"YAHUSHA".
The Tanakh (Old Testament) declares through the Messianic prophecies, which
are the collection of over 300 prophesies, with over 100 predictions that could
only be fulfilled by the MESSIAH, Yahusha Ha'Mashiach (The Anointed
ONE) fulfilled them all (100%).
Ha (The) Mashiach; a special person set apart in YHWH's service
(Yahusha). Derived from the Hebrew verb Yasha’ Once YAH's CHOSEN Jewish
people receive this truth, and begin calling on the NAME of YAHUSHA as their
"MESSIYAH”, and connect with there adopted brothers and sisters, the
“CHOOSEN ONES” of “YAH”, making us the "ONE NEW MAN" (JEW and
GENTILE) ONE in the NAME of YAHUSHA.
To become CHOSEN you must first CHOOSE and if the ONE you CHOOSE,
CHOOSES you in return, then you are CHOSEN. (YAH CHOSE you and you in
turn CHOOSE YAH, you then became the “CHOSEN”!
YAH planted his truth, His “WORD” (YAHUSHA), within the hearts of his
CHOSEN, YAH Prepared a table for us in the mist of HIS Enemies
(MAN's CHURCH), to establish his CHOSEN PEOPLE through his true Word
(Scripture), because they are hungry for the LOVE of YAH their creator, seeking
after the ONE true YAH. Now YAH is revealing himself to his creation, and
exposing the False GOD's of MAN, to separate his CHOSEN (sheep), from
the BEAST'S (Goats).
When the Son of Man comes in His glory, and all the angels with Him, then He
will sit on the throne of His glory. 32 All the nations will be gathered before Him,
and He will separate them one from another, as a shepherd divides his sheep
from the goats. 33 And He will set the sheep on His Right hand, but the Goats on
the left. 34 Then the King will say to those on His right hand, ‘Come, you blessed
of My Father, inherit the kingdom prepared for you from the foundation of the
world. Matthew 25:31-34
So, YAH is revealing his truth and the NAME that is above ALL NAMES
(YAHUSHA/ YAHUAH) to HIS CHOSEN people of this WORLD and
YAH will stand alone and the whole World will know he is Elohim (God) and
they will know his CHOSEN people.
YAH is issuing a challenge to MANkind's FLASE GOD's (JESUS,
JEHOVAH, ALLAH and any other NAME you wish to bring before him), I
AM YAH and I challenge you to bring ALL the sick, ALL the Lame, all the

Blind, ALL the Crippled, ALL the Hurting and Needy to your MAN made
GOD's to heal them, and make them whole. If your GOD's can NOT achieve
this challenge, then bring them all unto me and I will show mercy and reveal
the POWER of my NAME exalted. ALL Humanity will know my NAME, they
will learn to trust me through Faith in what is written!
Begin to believe and begin to call on me, my beloved creation, I will hear you and
take you unto myself for ever more.
YHWH/Yahusha is the Alpha and Omega, the beginning and the end, the
first and the last. Revelation 22:13

